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Language Mechanics Handout 116 

Spelling 
 

Spelling in English is difficult because English is not a phonetic language.  Many words, however, 
follow certain rules in their spelling. 

 

3. With words ending in silent e (like ease), 
keep the e before adding a suffix 
beginning with a consonant. 

 

case—casement  safe—safety, safely 
amuse—amusement nice—nicely 
rare—rarely 
 

Exceptions: 

argue—argument whole—wholly true—truly 
 

Note: The words judgement and judgment are both 
correct.  The same rule is true of acknowledgement and 
acknowledgment. 

 

4. With words ending in y preceded by a 
consonant, change the y to i before 
adding a suffix that does not begin with 
i. 

  

                                                    } but { 

  
 

 angry—angrily                   

 

5. a.  With words of one syllable ending in 
a single consonant preceded by a single 
vowel, double the consonant before 
adding a suffix beginning with a vowel. 

     
 b.  Don’t double the final consonant 

when there are two final consonants. 
      

 c.  Don’t double the final consonant 
when two vowels precede the final 
consonant. 

 

run—runner, running 
fat—fatter 
sit—sitter, sitting 
 
 

test—testing, tested 
lock—locked, locking 
 
look—looking 
break—breaking 
heat—heating, heated  

SPELLING RULES EXAMPLES 

 

1. Put an  i before e except after c or when 
e—i sounds like a as in neighbor. 

                              
                                       }but{ 
 

 

Exceptions: 
seize, either, weird, neither, foreign, leisure, height 

 

2. a.  With words ending in silent e (like, 
take), drop the e before adding a suffix 
beginning with a vowel letter. 

 
  
 b.  Words ending in ce or ge generally 

keep the e before the suffix able or ous.  
(The e is needed to keep the “soft” 
sound of the c and g in these words.) 

 

take—taking            ride—riding          bake—baking 
dance—dancing       fame—famous      die—dying 

Exceptions: 

dye—dyeing                canoe—canoeing 
shoe—shoeing             hoe—hoeing 
 
change—changeable    service—serviceable 
outrage—outrageous 

grief,    niece,  

believe, relief,  

frieze 

marry-married, marriage 
carry-carried, carriage 

marrying  
carrying 

receive  deceive  

weight   freight 

vein neighbor 
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SPELLING RULES EXAMPLES 
 

6. a.  When a word is accented on the last 
syllable and ends in a single consonant 
preceded by a single vowel (like begin), 
double the final consonant before adding a 
suffix beginning with a vowel. 

 

 b.  Don’t double the final consonant when 
the accent is on the first syllable. 

 

 c.  Don’t double the final consonant when 
two consonants come at the end of the 
word. 

 

refer—referred, referring 
begin—beginning 
transfer—transferred, transferring 
admit—admitted, admitting 
 
 
travel—traveling, traveled 
 
 
resist—resisted, resisting 
 

 STUDY THESE WORDS FOR SPELLING:                     
LIST 1 

accommodate gentle  precedent 

admit  giving  prestige 

admitting graduate  quarrel 

agreeable handful  query 

all right  handkerchief question 

allow  height  rabbit 

ambassador hymn  reference 

aspiration ignorance referred 

baking  instead  replied 

beginning island  running 

belief  jogging  sacrifice 

believe  judge  scarves 

beside  judgment scrupulous 

caption  juice  second 

chain  knock  separate 

chief  know  several 

choose  liquid  shining 

chose  loose  skating 

circus  lose  skiing 

citizen  maybe  sliding 

close  meant  slipped 

clothes  mere  smoke 

company mileage  somewhere 

compulsory minute  stimulus 

constitutional mixture  study 

contemporary mortgage susceptible 

corroborate mouse  systematic 

diploma  mutual  telephone 

dormant  nineteen  thorough 

earliest  ninety  though 

early  ninth  thought 

easiest  novice  transferred 

easy  oblige  valid 

employee orchestra waiting 

employer oxygen  weight 

excellent pair  whistle 

fairy  partner  wrist 

field  patience  written 

fifteen  pear  yesterday 

figure  personnel yield 

forty  persuade wrong young 

fourth  picture   

general  poison 

STUDY THESE WORDS FOR SPELLING:                     
LIST 2 

acceptance expedient prairie 

access  foreign  probably 

acquire  fountain  rather 

aerial  frightened realize 

amiable  fundamental really 

annual  height  reference 

anxious  hymn  relief 

approval  impartial relieve 

arrest  incessant religion 

assist  individual requirements 

beneficial innocent  rough 

brevity   intervene Saturday 

brilliant  investigate saucer 

campaign itemize  scenery 

career  judge  sequel 

careful  judgment session 

careless  juice  sheriff 

carriage  justice  singular 

celery  laboratory slipped 

century  lantern  slippery 

chaperone leisure  special 

charitable length  specify 

column  listen  stationary 

commit  loose  stationery 

committed lose  statistics 

compel  magnificent stubborn  

compelled marriage  suburb 

country  melancholy suffice 

credentials mosquito surgeon 

delicious mysterious switch 

detriment nature  taking 

diamond  niece  tariff 

dictionary noise  telephone 

difference noisy  thoroughly 

discreet  nominal  unless 

efficiency obedient  volume 

efficient  orphan  volunteer 

elephant  oxygen  weight 

equipped patient  whistle 

evidence  peach  wrong 

examination playwright yield 

expect  plural  young 


